Production Above a Decline – Fixed v Annual Calculation

Production Above Rolling Average Decline, Determined Annually

- Production Above Rolling Average Annual Decline
- Production Below Rolling Average Annual Decline

Production Above Fixed 6% Decline

- Production Above Fixed Decline
- Production Below Fixed Decline
Approximate Decline Rates to 2010 by Start Year

![Graph showing approximate decline rates to 2010 by start year for BP, ConocoPhillips, and Exxon Mobil.](image_url)
Approximate Decline Rates to 2010 by Start Year

![Bar chart showing approximate decline rates to 2010 by start year. The chart compares Kuparuk River and Prudhoe Bay, with data points for each year from 1995 to 2007.]
Approximate Decline Rates to 2010 by Start Year

Start Year for Decline Calculation (ends in 2010)

Badami  Colville River  Endicott  Kuparuk River  Milne Point  Northstar  Oooguruk  Prudhoe Bay
Regime Competitiveness: Relative Government Take

Average Government Take of Global Fiscal Regimes at $60/bbl

Note: CSSB 192 have not been adjusted for impact of indexing to inflation
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Average Government Take of Global Fiscal Regimes at $140/bbl

Note: CSSB 192 have not been adjusted for impact of indexing to inflation
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Average Government Take of Global Fiscal Regimes at $160/bbl

Note: CSSB 192 have not been adjusted for impact of indexing to inflation.
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Average Government Take of Global Fiscal Regimes at $180/bbl
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